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Case 1 . 
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C HAPTER 16 • Removing Historical Monuments 

ASHES OF OUR FATHERS: RACIST 

MONUMENTS AND THE TRIBAL RIGHT 

DAN DEMETRIOU 

1. Introduction 
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At least for now, a statue of Paul Kruger still stands in Pretoria, South Africa's 
Church Square, though it's surrounded by protective fencing and concrete barri
ers. Kruger embodied the Afrikaner experience: As a child, he was a Voortrekker 
who fought Zulus for control of the Transvaal; as a young man, he led Boer 
forces against British colonialists; later in life, he served as president of the South 
African Republic. Over the past few years, the Church Square monument hon
oring "Qom" (Uncle) Paul has been repeatedly defaced and threatened with de
struction, through legal and illegal means, by black nationalists ( chiefly Economic 
Freedom Fighters [EFF] representatives and supporters) and anti-colonialist 
#RhodesMustFall activists. "There is a national mandate to all the EFF branches 
to remove all the apartheid statues and symbols," one EFF councilman has said. 
"One day people are going to wake up and find the statue not being there,"43 

Counter-protests, including one by an Afrikaner singer who chained herself to 
the monument, have made international news.44 Plans are underway to add items 
to the square that celebrate the freedom struggle of non-white South Africans, 
but debate still rages over whether to remove Kruger's statue completely.45 

Meanwhile, in the United States, a Charlottesville, Virginia circuit court 
judge has just ordered that tarps covering a monument of iconic Confederate 
general Robert E. Lee be removed,46 Lee's loyalty to his people (Virginians), bril
liant generalship, and quiet dignity inspire millions of devotees today, despite 
the fact that Lee himself wished not to be memorialized for the sake of reuni
fication .47 In February 2017, the Charlottesville city council voted to have the 
statue in Emancipation Park- until recently, Lee Park-taken down, but the pro
cess has been halted by legal challenges, as, like many places in the South, state 
laws protect Confederate monuments,48 In response to the city council's vote, 
the 26-foot-tall equestrian statue was the scene of a "Unite the Right" rally that 
descended on Emancipation Park to protest the statue's removal with white na
tionalist and anti-Semitic chants, The right-wing protestors were met by crowds 
of "antifascist" counter-protesters, and state police shut down the rally. In the 
chaos that ensued, a right-wing activist plowed his car into a group of counter
protesters, resulting in the death of one person.49 

These are just two of many cases of monuments jeopardized or already dis
mantled because of their alleged racist or (racially motivated) colonialist signifi
cance. Elsewhere, philosopher of political aesthetics Ajume Wingo and I have 
sought to catalogue the principal sorts of preservationist and removalist argu
ments one hears in the "racist monument" debate, and there are broadly leftist 
arrd rightist rationales for both positions. so As I cannot discuss here even all the 
rightist considerations relevant to this issue,51 I'll focus only on what I see as the 

ndamental one, which is social cohesion, both across time and across the rel
ant races or ethnicities. Specifically, in this chapter I sketch a rightist approach 
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to monumentary policy in a diverse polity beleaguered by old ethnic grievances. 
I begin by noting the importance of tribalism, memorialization, and social trust, 
and then provide policy guidance based on these concerns to the racist monu-

ment debate as it stands in the English-speaking world today. 
A word on terminology: I use the phrase "racist monument" to refer to any 

monument seriously controversial because of its alleged racist significance. This 
definition entails that the above statues to Kruger, Lee, and hundreds more are 
indisputably "racist monuments" for the purposes of this chapter. This nomen
clature is necessary shorthand because phrases such as "Confederate statues" or 
"colonialist monuments" are too narrow, as I want to discuss any monument 
thought problematic for reasons of racism, while "controversial monuments" and 
the like are too broad, as I wish to exclude monuments contentious because of 
other political or religious associations, such as the Buddhas of Bamiyan dyna
mited by the Taliban in 2001. I don't necessarily concede with this term that the 
monuments in question are "in fact" racist-indeed, there may be no sense to 
saying a monument is "in fact" racist beyond its seeming racist to enough people. 
Nor should this terminology prejudice the issue for the removalist position, for 
the mere fact that a monument is thought by many to be racist simply doesn't 

entail that it ought to be removed. 

2. Tribal Assumptions 
As this volume reveals, there are many conceptions of what it means to be on the 
political "right" or "conservative." Since the moral perspective I appeal to is older 
than Christianity and more properly considered "global" than "Western," some 
of my fellow travelers will disagree with parts of what I'm about to say. 

52 
Be that 

as it may, anyone espousing the following principles will be considered on the 
political right today, especially if they believe these principles apply to whites or 

white ethnicities as well as for other races or ethnicities. 
The first principle I'll forward is that humans are a tribal species, and political 

structures Jailing to accommodate this fact are doomed to fail. Unlike tigers and 
sea turtles, humans don't go through life alone.
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We are a highly social species 

that seeks the comfort and protection of clans and tribes. Tribes gobble up loners. 
So as long as there are significant numbers of tribalists in the world (and there 
always will be), even (la,gely hypothetical) "individualists" and "cosmopolitans" 
must rely on tribal loyalty for their security, property, freedoms, and dignity, 
since these good things are secured only by a willingness of tribemates to sacri· 
fice for and defend the territories individualists and cosmopolitans flit between, 

If you don't understand what "tribe" is, think of your family and proven 
friends. Think, in short, of who "has your back": who would leap to your def en~: 
if you were in trouble before even asking if you were in the wrong, who wou 
find space for you in thei, homes if you had nowhere else to go, who feels an ,~
ligation to feed you if you wece hungry. Tdbal affiliation isn't thot stcong, usu• r 
(except in wa<, this level of saaifice is typically reserved fo, family, dan, or-~~ If 
but nonetheless, tribemates will do these things to some degree-especia iyfy ·11 test • 

they are thrown together in a strange land, as the behavior of expats Wl 
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know that the people who built tho a 1~gh-trust Western country, you 
reli'.bie enough for tribalism to be :t soc,ety worked hard to create insti::~uld 
Their success at this was so s nnecessary below the level of the stat _hons 
unsettlingly primitive To th ?ectllaicular that all this talk of "tribalism" mae itself. 
. . r . is, a can say here is th t 1 y seem 
ism is as ioolish as thinking that li hts mt a comp acency about tribal-
that water must flow from the f g h 1st turn on when you flip a switch 

ffil

. . aucet w en you turn th 1 b ' or 
a iat1on is the psychologic 1 . f e mo . A sense of tr'b 1 

a 111 rastructure of a . i a 
goes, authoritarianism becom ny sustamable free society· If 't es necessary to · • 1 · i 

Second, memorialization is e t· l mamtam aw and order.s4 
esion over time. Humans e 1 d 1 mg rt a identity and co 

h 
. ssen ta to maintain. t 'b l 

vo ve anguage d 1 -
memes (units of information) a d . an cu ture to transmit adaptive 
Populations pass on their cul~ n _notl JUSt genes, to the next generation 55 
. 1 d ures m arge part by . 1 . 
inc u es not only monument b t 

1 
. . memona ization, which 

D' . s u a so inter alta m ( 
istr_ict 6 museum), historical sites (e. useums e.g., Cape Town's 

rary mstallations (e g New vo 1 C't , gT., ~s the Gettysburg battlefield), tempo-
• ., 1 ' r< 1 Y s nbut · 1· h 

Twin Towers), or one-off events ( N 1 e m ig t, representing the fallen 
bend our artistic and dramatic :~!;t' \son Mandela's state funeral). Memorials 
entertaining, but of expressing ilvi y to the tasks not of making money or 
. . . our va ues, remembe . . 
mg our victones, honoring our h d rmg our tragedies, celebrat-

. 1· eroes, an affirming a sh d 'd 
memona ization is increasingly a k 1 d are i entity, and thus 

d 

c now e ged as a hum · h 56 
use a omestic analogy memo . I 1 , an ng t. If we were to 

d
. ' na s wou dn t be mered . 
mners, but family portraits h . 1 ecorat10ns or microwave 

Christmas dinners. , eir ooms, trophy displays, household altars, and 

Is tribalism illiberal? Certainly the l'b l' 
the individual or hostile to bo ·d ' d i _era ism committed to the primacy of 

1 h. l I ers an nationalism will b . 
er~ t m cers formerly appreciated that individu . e antl-tribalist. Yet lib-
tnbal shell. For instance John St M'll . al nghts are secure only within a 

h , ' uart i himself seem d 
co esion even for free societies (he d 'd , . e concerned about tribal 
'.11ired i~ "barbarism"),57 In fact, Mill ~a: :xen~~r~e hbe~ali~m for cultures still 
mg vanous "nations" into one olit . phcit m caut1011111g against combin
either tear multicultural states~ r pretsely be~ause sub-state tribal loyalties 
thoritarian in their struggle to p~r ~r orce their governments to become au-

p 
'bl . mamtam order- "Fre . . . ossi em a country made u fd·a: . e mstltut10ns are next to im-

6U P o 1uerent nation l't' A 
e o~-feeling, especially if they read a d k a ~ ies. mong a people without 
pubhc opinion, necessary to the work. n sra different languages, the united 
exist,"58 mg o representative government, cannot 

By" t' " na ion, Mill means 

[a _population] united among themselves b 
exist between them and any th I . y common sympathies which don't 
oth O ers- w 11ch make th 

er more willingly than with oth 1 d . em co-operate with each 
ernm er peop e, es1re to b d h 

ent, and desire that it should b e un er t e same gov-
themselves exclusively [N t· el~ov~rnment by themselves or a portion of 

· · · · a 10na 1ty 1s s t' ] 
race and descent. Community ofla ome imes the effect of identity of 
contribute to it. Geographical limi~gauage, an~ ~ommunity of religion, greatly 

re one o its causes. But the strongest of 
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all is identity of political antecedents; the possession of a national history, and 
consequent community of recollections; collective pride and humiliation, plea
sure and regret, connected with the same incidents in the past. 59 

In other words, a "nation" for Mill is a "people," or a big tribe. Mill realized 
that a functional polity requires citizens who are more willing to sacrifice for, 
and cooperate with, each other than they would with mere strangers. In con
temporary sociological terms, what Mill was worried about is social cohesion. 
And just as Mill hypothesized, sociological research suggests that diversity 
decreases social trust, an important element in social cohesion.60 These de
clines can be counteracted only, it's hoped by researchers, if the diverse peo
ples constituting the polity buy into a new, overarching cultural identity- a 
new tribe. 61 

The conservativism of this essay, then, is a traditionalism that acknowledges 
tribalism as an obvious fact and sees piety toward one's ancestors, traditions, 
and holy places as not only a prima facie moral obligation for individuals but an 
important civic virtue. Tribal folkways are so typical across the world that they 
are better categorized as the human psychological default than an ideology.62 For 
instance, these lines, written by a Victorian poet about an ancient Roman hero 
who fought for his people's city and holy places, are something any traditional 
Yoruba, Jew, Sikh, or Maori would accept as a matter of course: 

Then out spake brave Horatius, 
The Captain of the Gate: 
To every man upon this earth 
Death cometh soon or late. 
And how can man die better 
Than facing fearful odds, 
For the ashes of his fathers, 
And the temples of his gods?63 

Noble thoughts and feelings to be sure, but also utterly normal. It's the contempo
rary Western liberal ethos that discourages tribal identification that is unusual
or, as social psychologists have recently euphemized it, "WEIRD" (Western, 
Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic).64 

Rightists (and, apparently, even liberals of the past) are not opposed to tribes 
mapping onto religious or ethnic lines. But even if the polity in question is for 
whatever reason committed to diversity on these dimensions, the solution isn't 
to eradicate tribal sentiment, but to replace the tribe of religion or ethnicity with 
some form of civic or populist nationalism. 

Most "tribal rightists" who think along these lines will be skeptical about the 
sustainability of any free yet significantly multicultural state.65 Their skepticism 
is increasingly justified. At the time of this writing, moderates are converting 
to identitarian politics in North America and Western Europe: Rightist politics 

. l' . us 
appear to be more and more popular among whites,66 while new, ethmc/re 1~

10 
) 

parties (e.g., the Turkish DENK in the Netherlands or Partij Islam in Belgium 
emerge from nominally leftist parties, such as Greens.67 Violence on campuses 
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United Kingdom, France, Swe~peneala<nerds Ghas flared in recent years. 68 Canada th 
, ermany are f, · h ' e 

ever more rigorously in an effort to stifl . . e~1 orc111g ate speech laws 
grant sentiment,69 111e Soutl1 Af . e ns111g anti-Islamic and anti-i- . 

ncan government' ,,,1111-
farms may prove to be the tippin o. t f, s current plans to seize white 
grounds for tribal rightist skepti!;m1:;,o~r etnic cl~ans~n_g there.7o So there are 
cultural states. t t e susta111ability of seriously multi-

But it doesn't follow that skeptics about . . . 
cuing something are a bad so f . the_feas1b1lity of maintaining or res-

urce o wisdom 111 a . . I d 
understand the dangers best a d th f, cns1s. n eed, skeptics may 

. h . , n ere ore honest a d 11 . 
m1g t provide valuable insight h . n we -mean111g skeptics 
. . on ow to av01d them I . 1 . 
ists, not liberals, leftists, or (least of all) cosmo . . n pa_rticu ar, tnbal right-
instincts on matters of build1' . 1 h politans, are likely to have the best 

. ng soc1a co esion in th . 11 . . 
That 111stinct tells us that forci'bl d . e mca Y d1v1ded polities.71 

Y estroy111g old tr'b 1 'd · • 
new multiethnic tribal ident1·ty . lf d ti . I a I entities to encourage a 

is se - e eat111g and b 
Widening tribal affiliation may b unaccepta ly authoritarian 

e encouraged by th · 
has to be far subtler than the meas 11 d f, e state, yes, but the process 
1. 72 ures ca e or by even d 

a ists. As best I can tell a tribal . h . many aca emic remov-
, ng tist committed t th 1 

and freedom of a multicultural stat 'th ld . o e ong-term stability 
• h e WI o ethmc gri h 
mg t e monument controversy as it stands . evances, w en consider-
States or South Africa will urg h today in places such as the United 

' e an onorable comp · 
that (I) gradually narrows the ga b t rom1se on monument policy 
(2) conserves all but the most offip _e wefen peoples in the heritage landscape, 
( ) . ens1ve o the least bel d . 
3 avoids recrimination (i' e "l . . . ove racist monuments 

· ,, <eeps 1t positive") d h . ' 
mentary in new monuments or . . an esc ews ideological com-
e . rev1s10ns to old ones (4) h 
,eas1ble, recognizes only th ffi f . . , as muc as politically 

e o ense o willing t 'b 
aesthetic and other "irrational" ffi n emates, and (5) responds to 
h.1 o enses more than to " b' • ,, h P 1 osophical critiques. 0 1ective istorical or 

3. Honorable Compromises 
On the assumptions above, the multicultur l . , 
there's going to be a real sense of tribal fellow a st_ate isn t worth saving unless 
So although a tribe isn't as tight! knit as a -~eel_mg at the other end of reform. 
domestic analogy. y family, it may behoove us to revisit the 

. Imagine an interracial couple decidi h 
111terracial household w Id ng ow to decorate their home. In an 
f , e wou expect mem t d . 

o the family If fio en os an pictures from both sides 
. . ' r some reason, the black , . 

pictures or lost all thei 1 . 1 . spouses family didn't take many 
to fi d r 1e1r ooms 111 a fire we would 1 

n ways to represent the black s ou , , . . expect t le white spouse 
to opportunities to put u ne . p se s family 111 other ways, and to be alert 
;:ust relationship doesn't teepw ;1.ctures t them. Likewise, although a high
Unit monuments to . s n_ct trac < of the numbers-we don't need to 

actJy 10% of Afn_can Amencans to exactly 13%, and we don't d 
be monuments 111 South Africa to b f . nee ex
Si tween whites and blacks is im ossib!e ~ o wh~tes- the monumentary gap 

on and should gradually be clo~ed. It w!:;r~ore 111 _the_ places under discus
e und1gn1fied to close that gap 
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h . ub-par figures or unremarkable 
b t' monuments onoring s 

too quickly, y erec mg d 11 as historical research into ignored 
. th'ngs out But gra ua y, . h c 

events iust to even i . d w outstanding citizens arise, t e ior-
1 · proves an as ne . 
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merly underrepresented peoples s ou 

household. f ·st monuments? Just as every mar-. t' or even uture, raci 
What about exis mg, 

1 
th same mantle pictures of in-laws 

• , ible to p ace on e 
ried person knows its poss 

1 
ments to figures who were enemies. 

h h e can to erate monu 
who abused eac ot er, w . . will want their fellow citizens to feel free to 
A healthy,_racially diverse citiz:r~ide in their heritage. This means that white 
honor their ancestors and dra. p eciate that their black countrymen 

f . hite Americans can appr . . 
South A ncans or w d' 1 l'tical solutions today, but still wish to 
may not personally advocate for ra _ica pho i struggled on behalf of their people. 

. l' t or separatists w o 
honor black nationa is s h Af . s can recognize that a white fellow 

· black Sout ncan 
And black Americans or h t rs di'd but still take pride in their 

d all that er ances o , 
citizen may not con one N t· American monuments in the United 

h . The many a ive 
sacrifices or er01sm. d democratic South African monu-

h greater egree many 
States, and to a muc c 1 'ble to memorialize culture heroes for 

th t 't's penect y possi 
ments, demonstrate a i ·f th y were at war with the ancestors of 

'fi c th · peoples even i e 
their sacn ces 1or eir ' d t the creation of the modern states that 
fellow citizens and completely opposle ho t tues of African royal captives re-

. 1· th For examp e, t e s a 
now memoria ize em. . C Town's Castle of Good Hope, har-
cently installed at their former pnson, l ape_ ture of the peoples whose history 
moniously contribute to a more comp ete pie 

d s th Africa itself.73 
• 

shaped the Castle an ou hose designs are highly ideological, 
l cist monuments, w 

Nonethe ess, soi:ie ra . liberatel rovoke, and carry little mean-
leave little room for mterpretation, de 'b 1· ts yupninterested in a shared future, 

b h d ned ethno-tn a is . 'f 
ing to anyone ut ar e I . the are actually offensive to a sigm -
are good candidat~s. for remov;~~l~n { f i{hos! citizens have given costly signals 
icant number of citizens, espe y 1 the 2017 removal of the 

1 . h . t 'bal future For examp e, 
of interest in a mu tiet m_c ri 1 ce (~LP) monument was consistent with a 
New Orleans' Battle of Liberty p ~ t th facts the BLP monument 

. h 74 B t if quite contrary o e ' 
tribal rightist approac . u , . d absent some good reason 

. 1 ·t hould have remame d 
were not controversia , even i sd) . d l gical inconsistency with our legal an 
to remove it, and mere (ignore i eo o F . stance if the people of New 
political aims today is not one sue~ ~easo~.' . ~; :;mbol ~fa shameful past and/ 
Orleans overwhelmingly interprete it a~a i:~ ld be as strange to remove the 
or a sort of trophy of a defeated regi:;~ tm:~u:~: installation about segregated 
BLP monument as to remove a pu 

. . • ft isn't drinkmg fountams. mber that offense o en . 
For in matters of trust-building, we must reme d t 'b mates the histor1· 

t' al 75 Insofar as we are concerned about being goo ri e f the historical 
ra ion . , installation or the momentousness o a art· 
cal context of a monument s h. al killed thousands for an p ) 
figure or event's a~tual racism (e.g., th:t t :o~:::\he Cult of the Lost cause\~%r 
heid state, that this statue was ere_cte to 11 £ How citizens of good WI 
is less important than the offense it actua y causes e 
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whatever odd reason. Returning to our interracial household, a picture of a 1 . save-
ownmg Confederate ancestor may be perfectly acceptable, whereas a meani·n 1 . g ess 
racist tchotchke, such as a minstrel show poster picked up at a garage sale ,may 
not. The black partner knows that unlike the poster, the picture is meaningful to 
the white partner, and this is what matters, even though slave owning is far worse 
than minstrelsy. Likewise, a gracious or beloved monument to a Confederate 
general may be much less offensive to well-meaning black citizens than one to 
a figure thought to be much less racist: Washington, DC's Lincoln Park statue 
of Lincoln, portraying the president emancipating a kneeling black slave with 
arm outstretched in way thought demeaning to many, may be illustrative in this 
regard.76 

That said, even conscientious tribemates shouldn't be morally concerned 
about everyone's offense, but only the offense of those who signal they are genu
inely interested in being tribemates with the rest of us. For example, activist and 
commentator Angela Rye opined in one interview that "George Washington was 
a slaveowner .... [W]hether we think he was protecting freedom or not, he wasn't 
protecting my freedom . My ancestors weren't deemed human beings to him. 
So to me, I don't care if it's a George Washington statue, or a Thomas Jefferson 
statue, or a Robert E. Lee statue, they all need to come down."77 Whatever Rye's 
reflective judgments might be, this is the language of someone uninterested in 
a tribal future with not only Southern whites who feel special attachment to 
Confederate figures, but Americans. Nor, in my view, should the conscientious 
tribal rightist be concerned about the offense of citizens, such as white liberals, 
offended on behalf of other peoples. Nor should the offense of moralistic icono
clasts, who relish scrubbing heritage landscapes and traditions, weigh upon our 
conscience. Tribal continuity is impossible without memorializing, and memo
rializing is impossible if we are constantly razing our monuments because of the 
moral inadequacies of our ancestors: their racism today, their sexism after that, 
their crimes against non-believers next, their transphobia after that. A heritage 
policy that dwells on historical injustices serves only to wedge apart peoples oth
erwise interested in a close-knit future. 

Although not all offense matters morally, all offense does matter politically. 
And that means that the more ideological the monument, the more likely our 
descendants will find it morally repugnant. Here, again, it's helpful to contrast 
Charlottesville's Lee statue and New Orleans' BLP monument: The Lee statue was 
designed, and successfully so, to honor Southern valor while ignoring the ques
tion of who they fought against and what they fought for. The BLP monument, 
on the other hand, was explicit about the value of resisting Northern "usurp-
ers" and called for "white supremacy." This distinction is instructive not only for 
monuments already around, but monuments being contemplated. Monuments 
can avoid being ideological without being anodyne if their message is about us, 
these peoples, not these ideas.78 This means we need monuments that deftly leave 
unsaid who vanquished or was vanquished, who triumphed or was humiliated, 
:henever those facts touch upon the honor of the ancestors of those we would 

ave as tribemates. 
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To sum up, heterogeneous societies interested in overcoming their divisions 
must adopt memorial policies that promote social cohesion and do not betray 
tribal trust. In the case of monuments, this principle would suggest policies, 
some of which I have articulated, that would say not only which future mon
uments should go up, but also which present monuments should come down. 
I argue that although some racist monuments fail this standard, many do not. 
Furthermore, because it is possible and usually beneficial to honor your ancestors 
even if they opposed the heterogeneous tribe you are part of, monuments to such 
figures do not ipso facto betray tribal trust, although they may for various- often 
aesthetic-reasons. 

4. Conclusion 
Any marriage worth having allows each spouse to maintain th~ir family honor 
and their ties to the family they left behind. And as the interracial marriage case 
shows, people can navigate landscapes with memorials to people who were rac
ists or fought for ethnocentric causes.79 Granted, interracial relations in places 
such as the United States or South Africa are nothing like a high-trust mar
riage. But then again, the five policy guidelines on monuments suggested above 
hardly paint a rosy picture: If anything, they seem more apt for a marriage where 
the spouses are trying their best to avoid divorce over racial animosity, and in 
fact, these guidelines echo the heritage policies of Mandela-era South Africa.so 
Nonetheless, to repair or build trust, each spouse must gradually make them
selves more and more vulnerable to the memorial expressions of the other, as
suming each concession is reciprocated and not abused. Analogously, aggressive 
assaults on a people's monuments and, thus, the continuity of their ethnic tribe 
are bound to decrease their faith in the proposed multiethnic upgrade. Cowed 
peoples may be compliant, but they are not trustworthy, and they typically 
become so degraded as to be a burden even as subjects. Of course, alienating 
and intimidating the relevant populations is not a problem for those who deep 
down don't wish to be co-tribalists with anyone who would support maintaining 
a monument to Robert E. Lee or "Oom" Kruger. Casting down the monuments 
of your enemies is a time-honored practice of demoralization and establishing 
supremacy, and removalists may be gambling that the Horatiuses who rise up 
to defend the ashes of their fathers will be put down easily enough. They may be 
correct, but we should be under no illusions that the polity on the other side of 
such an endeavor would be both multicultural and free .s1 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 

1. What does Demetriou mean by "social cohesion"? 
2. Why doesn't Demetriou want to talk about "Confederate monuments• 

specifically? 
3. What follows from our being a tribal species? 
4. Why is memorialization important? 
5. What's the point of the marriage analogy? 
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I. Demetriou asks us to imagine an interracial cou 
each other, and analogizes this to th . pie whose ancestors hat d 
with a slave-holding, colonialist, or = ~~:~:: situation i~ ~ultiracia! stat:s 
tory more akin to one fami ly ab . Ph past. But isnt the actual h· 

usmg t e othe , A d . 1s-
vorce, does Demetriou's analo on! . . r . ~ smce couples can di-
from each other< gy y wo1k if racial groups can "d· . ~~ 

2. Demetriou tests the claims against " . " 
<lard. What do you think 11: means ~a~~: -~onuments against a "tribal" stan
standard? More generallv do yo th' YI I~b· o you agree that this is the right 
( I ) ,, u m <tn al loyalty · · • . mora ? vice? is a c1v1c VIrtue or a civic 

Case2 
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t • . ona t at honors "an 
one significance" if that m event or person of his-

4 , onument or memorial w . 
0 years ago. Younger monuments d . as put in place more than 

able. Changing anything on one ban memorials would be a bit more vu Iner-
. etween 20 and 40 Id 

a two-thirds vote of the Hous d 5 years o would require 
I I e an enate for tribute 
oca election to get rid of or modif an s on sta~e property, and 

grounds. y Y monument or memorial on municipal 

State Rep. James White told the Au . . 
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"I believe all Texans take their ho1tng e ate over public monuments in Texas 

is ory very seriously" Wh · · 
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want to do it. It doesn't mean t;eean yo~ always should do things the way you 
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. meaning ul way" 
During debate of the watered-down v : 
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What do you think about the bill that Wh' 
attempt to find a compromise b t . ite supports? In what respects is it an 
this approach fit with the way t~;e;n d1ff~rent c_onstituencies? How well does 

problem of Confederate monuments? emetnou thinks we should approach the 

'https:/ lwww.da llasobserver co ; 
·chance-11 663919. . m news/ texas-religious-refusal-bi/1-gets-a-second 

I 
I 
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. of Confederate monuments are complex. _The 
Questions about the ethics . l . to be written on the subject. 

. d t over everything t 1ere is . . 
chapters in this text o no c one ossible entry point into this impor-
Hopefully, however, they can serve as p 

tant, difficult, debate. 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 

d D etriou agree about? 
1 What do Timmerman an em . h from Confederate monuments 
· b (a) preventing arm h 

2 Given the choice etween . an goes for the former. W y? 
. . . . 1 cohesion Timmerm . . . 

and (b) sacnficing socia , , h' 1 nstraint on memonahzing your 
3. Timmerman claims that theres an et ica co 

ancestors. What is it? 

DISCUSSION QUESTION 
k and eat it too: We can get me-

h' k th t we can have our ca e . 
1. Timmerman t m s a £ d t onuments erected in promment 

morialization without having Con_eherabe mt thi's? Or do we have to make a 
h' l he's ng t a ou . 

Public places. Do you t m <- h' . 1 figures and minimizing harms to 
h • g certain istonca choice between ononn 

current people? 

REPLY TO TIMMERMAN 
DAN DEMETRIOU 

dmirably clear argument for removing 
. . an presents an a fifth · ses Travis Timmerm . b 1 I deny its first and premi . 

Confederate monuments. In this re _utta , 
Timmerman sees his first premise, . 

M . dably harms an undeservmg 
f ument unav01 

(1) If the existence o a mon 1 to end the existence of M, 
group, then there's strong mora reason ,, . . . 

1 "exceedingly plausible principle. 
as an application of a more genera ' be 

. d bly harms morally considerable beings who don't deserve to 
If x unavo1 a 1 on to prevent x. 
harmed, then there's strong mora reas h h defeasible, 

. deserved harm as a strong, alt oug dant, 
Timmerman sees causing un 1 s to this principle are abun . 
reason not to do something. Counterexamp e t comes with being the starting 

however. Suppose you're b~skir;; in ~~:rf ~:~~~:ers to your school and tries ::1 
point guard, but a young tep en oint guard makes your life worse, do 
for your team. Curry's displacing you ~s p l he has no moral reason not tothiS 

you didn't ~eserve that harm, bute~::i~~:e:~ed by your political ~pinions;nsor 
so. Or imagine so1;1e ~lassm:t:s s~on reason to abandon your views ~:ed, but 
fact alone wouldn t give yo 1 tte innocent parties have been ha . s not to 
yourself. In these counterexamp es, 1 laim against the harming partie 
not wronged, since they had no mora c 
be harmed by them in these ways. 
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The point holds with monuments. Surely some Chinese people feel b d 
when considering Mongolia's massive, recently erected monument to Gen ;is 
Khan, whose dynasty killed about half of all Chinese (60 million).82 But ~urt 
Chinese feelings wouldn't justify removing the Khan monument, for Chinese 
offense has no moral claim on Mongolia's heritage landscape. The University 
of Ghana recently removed a statue of (the racist?) Mahatma Gandhi, which 
may have insulted some Indians, but that hypothetical offense would be ir
relevant to Ghana's monumentary rights, too. 83 So whether we're talking about 
erecting or removing monuments, a bare appeal to the harm of racial offense 
is insufficient. 

In my essay, I supplied a "tribal rightist" standard for racist monuments 
generally. Unlike the Mongolian/Chinese and Ghanaian/Indian cases, black 
and Southern white Americans should (unless preferring a civic divorce) seri
ously attempt to forge a new people, analogous to how an interracial married 
couple from racist families should (unless they prefer to divorce) try to forge a 
new family. So it's not racism or racist offense as such that makes a Confederate 
monument problematic, but its potential faithlessness to American blacks, 
or at least the subset of American blacks invested in being compatriots with 
Southern whites. 

Are Confederate monuments faithless in this way? Remove race from the 
equation for a moment. At least 647,000 Northerners were killed or injured in 
the Civil War.84 Do, or did, Confederate monuments wrong the descendants 
or communities of Northern whites by betraying tribal good faith? Maybe. If 
the monument in question specifically gloried in Union casualties (imagine a 
statue of Lee sitting atop a pile of Yankee skulls), or if the monument was used 
only to reinvigorate the Confederacy, then the said monument would be a good 
candidate for Northern complaint: The aforementioned BLP monument, which 
referred to reconstructionist forces as "usurpers," is a plausible real-life example. 
Many Confederate monuments passed this test, however, and managed to honor 
Confederate figures and soldiers without antagonizing Northerners harmed by 
the war. Reciprocally, Northerners generally countenanced Confederate monu
ments because they were seen as beneficial for rehabilitating Southern pride, 
which they saw as essential to healing a divided nation . 

By the same rationale, it is consistent with being a good compatriot to black 
Americans to preserve Confederate monuments as long as the monuments in 
question do not demand an anti-black interpretation (as the Battle of Libert Place 
monument once did, by explicitly calling for "white supremacy") and are reason
ably thought to be used to venerate white Southern culture heroes. For again, 
monuments, like books and family portraits, can have multiple meanings or uses, 
some wrongly harmful and some not, and the fact that there is a mainstream 
anti-black interpretation or use does not morally trump other interpretations or 
uses .as (As leftists remind rightists whenever accused of being un-American for 
critiquing America, 86 the mere fact that a compatriot interprets an act you see as 
loyal as disloyal doesn't entail that you are betraying trust. 87 ) 

Finally, Timmerman's premise (5), 
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There are no countervailing reasons to preserve public Confederate monuments 
that are equally strong or stronger than the moral reasons to remove them, 

is answered by recognizing at least two reasons to maintain monuments (assign 
books at public schools, 88 display art in public museums, 89 etc.) that precipitate 
racial offense. The first concerns cultural continuity. Monuments are an impor
tant form of memorialization, which in the civic case is like a people hanging 
family photos on the national walls. A multiracial state's peoples use memorials 
to build cohesion, inspire pride, and pass down a sense of their history, just as 
parents do through photos not just of their present families, but the families 
they came from. Given the facts about American itinerancy and (geographic 
or racial) interbreeding, in time there will be few people left who feel any at
tachment to Confederate monuments, at which point their re~oval will be un
problematic.90 That point has not arrived. This leads us to our second reason for 
maintaining the Confederate monuments that pass the tribal rightist standard. 
The more interracial social distrust, the more likely Confederate monuments 
will irritate black Americans. But it's just as obvious that removalism in such 
a context is likely to be taken as provocative in the other direction: The more 
culture heroes of Southern whites are equated with Nazis, and the more their 
monuments are torn down in the manner done to conquered peoples, the less 
interest they will have in a multiracial future (which, arguably, explains the 
Charlottesville rally).91 That's why Nelson Mandela's strategy of adding monu
ments to black culture heroes to the South African heritage landscape, rather 
than removing monuments to whites, seems advisable for Americans whether 
interracial trust is running high or low. 

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 

1. What's the point of the Stephen Curry example? 
2. Why, according to Demetriou, did Northerners tolerate Confederate monu

ments after the Civil War? 
3. Demetriou thinks that we'll eventually be able to take down Confederate mon

uments; we just aren't there yet. When will that be? 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. Demetriou gives examples of cases where people "had no moral claim againSt 

the harming parties not to be harmed by them in these ways:' When would 
someone have a claim against a harming party not to be harmed? Is there 
any reason to think that black Americans do have this kind of claim? Again5t 

whom? 
2. Unlike Timmerman, Demetriou holds that the prospect of causing merely un· 

deserved offense or harm does not present us with a strong reason not to do 
something. Do you find his counterexamples persuasive? 
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